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Quantum numbers associated with vector atom model:

Principal quantum number: we that n is number of orbit in which electron

revolving called principal quantum number. Orbit is also called shells. For shell

n=1,2,3------- denoted by K,L,M,N---. The total number of electrons

accommodated in each shell = 2n2

Orbital quantum number: Given shell divided into number of subshells. Orbital

quantum number is denoted by l, gives no. Of subshells in which electron is

revolving. It take l=0,1,2--------(n-1). The total number of electrons accommodated

in each subshell shell = 2(2l+1).

Spin quantum number: Electron have also spin motion denoted by s=+1/2,-1/2.

Total angular momentumquantum number: Sum of orbital quantum number and

spin quantum number. j=l+-s.

In presence of magnetic field three more quantum number associated with electron
is Magnetic orbital quantum number, Magnetic spin quantum number, Magnetic total

angular momentum quantum number.

Every electron in an atom has its own unique set of four quantum numbers n, l, ml,

ms. This set of quantum numbers specifies the state of an electron in an atom which is called

quantum state of an electron.



Arrangement of electrons in shells and subshells:

Principle orbit or

shell

Subshell s or ms No. of

electrons

accommodated

Total no. of

electrons in

Electronic

configuration

n symbol l = 0, 1, 2 -----

(n-1)

symbol Subshell

2(2l+1)

Shell

2n2

1 K 0 s 0 +1/2, -1/2 2 2 2 1s2

2 L

0 s 0 +1/2, -1/2 2 2

8 2s22p6

1 p

-1 +1/2, -1/2 2

60 +1/2, -1/2 2

+1 +1/2, -1/2 2

3 M

0 s 0 +1/2, -1/2 2 2

18 3s23p63d10

1 p
-1 +1/2, -1/2 2

6
0 +1/2, -1/2 2

+1 +1/2, -1/2 2

2 d

+2 +1/2, -1/2 2

10

-1 +1/2, -1/2 2

0 +1/2, -1/2 2

+1 +1/2, -1/2 2

+2 +1/2, -1/2 2



• An atom of an element is represented by its electronic configuration. For that

we start from k shell (n=1)from left, then L shell etc. in order and for each shell

we write subshell possible in the order s, p, d, f with number of shell as prefix

and write the number of electrons as superscript of subshell symbol. Consider

electronic configuration of Na , its atomic number is 11

(i. e. z=11) 1s22s22p63s1

• If a shell contains the maximum number of electrons possible, it is said to be

closed. Electronic configuration of Na= 3s1 .

• In this case first orbit (n=1) and second orbit (n=2) contains maximum

electrons, hence they are closed. Third orbit is incomplete because it consist of

only one electron. The electron outside the closed shell is called valence

electron or optical electron.

1s22s22p6



Spectra produced by all elements (atoms) are discrete lines (wavelengths).

The simplest spectrum is produced by hydrogen atom which has only one orbital

electron (z=1) and hydrogen Spectra was explained theoretically by Bohr.

Alkali metals have ns1 configuration i.e. there is only one electron outside

filled configuration. This last ns1 electron called valence electron is responsible

for emission or absorption of radiation i.e. for optical transition and hence for

observed optical Spectra.



• Spectral notations and optical spectral series for doublet structure,















The energy levels of normal sodium atom and comparison with hydrogen is as shown in figure below



Spectrum of sodium and its doublet fine structure





Transitions of spectral lines in energy level diagram of sodium atom is as shown in figure below.





The study of spectra of alkali metals shows some salient features,

i) The spectral lines are close doublets called fine structure.

ii) The doublet separation increases with atomic number.

iii) For given alkali element the doublet separation decreases with

increase in n.

iv) For given n, the doublet separation decreases with increase in l. i. e.

P doublets are wider than D doublets and so on is as shown in fig. below.

v) S-levels are single i.e. they do not show doublets.


